
Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Ten to one she ___________________ of the oil boom, or if she has, it's
easy enough to pose as a government expert and tell her her land is
worthless for oil.

1.

(not/hear)

won't have heard

When you have convinced them you ______________________ me.2.
(convince)

will have convinced

The reader __________________________ the strange custom by which
M. Van Tricasse would become a widower and marry again, so as not to
break the chain of descent.

3.

(not/forget)

will not have forgotten

Soon it _________________ a quarter of a century ago!4. (be)will have been

They'll find that they ________________ the worst of it.5. (have)will have had

But if you can help this lady in the matter of the Hospital, you
___________________ the worthy.
6.

(help)will have helped

You _________________ by their proceedings the truth of what I always
observed to you, that one man outweighs them all in influence over the
people, who have supported his judgment against their own and that of their
representatives.

7.

(see)

will have seen

But the benevolence of the Government and its commissioners
_____________________ far.
8.

(not/go)will not have gone

This wire ___________________ more suspicion this evening.9. (raise)will have raised

If he will tell us this, he ___________________ himself to be a
philosopher to some purpose.
10.

(prove)
will have proved

There is no danger in this, however, that the trunk will be found busy,
because the master bar _________________________ a position which
would make it possible for any of the lines to appropriate this trunk during the
intervening time.

11.

(not/occupy)

will not have occupied

In the eyes of science nothing ____________________.12. (change)will have changed
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I venture to think, I may almost say to hope, that Lady Mason's confession
at the end of the last chapter ______________________ anybody by
surprise.

13.

(not/take)
will not have taken

Then you ___________________ your part and earned my gratitude
completely.
14.

(play)
will have played

Our friends __________________ you this; before them I have played the
lively, joyous Hotspur, merely in order to make them think there would be no
danger in leaving me out here alone.

15.

(not/tell)

won't have told

It is some consolation to them to learn that, if the Empress Eugénie is
discomfited, she _____________________ discomfited without a struggle.
16.

(not/be)
will not have been

Its gold ___________________ to snow, but generation after generation
shall bow down to it in honor.
17.

(turn)
will have turned

By that time gossip will be forgotten, people _________________ interest
in us.
18.

(lose)
will have lost

Parents and educators _____________________ their duty until they
coöperate to give all young women the protective knowledge they have a right
to demand.

19.

(not/do)

will not have done

When you are my wife, you ____________________ upon another
contract which you will also keep.
20.

(enter)
will have entered
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